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Minutes of the Bruisyard Parish Annual Meeting
held on Monday 13th May 2019 at 7.00pm in Bruisyard Village Hall.
Present: Mr Paul Church (PC) – Chairman
Mrs Thelma Bartram (TB)
Mr John Mckee (JMc)
Mrs Anne Smith (AS)
Mrs Gill Owens, Clerk
1. Parish Council’s Chairman’s Report.
PC gave a short statement covering the events of the past year. Two planning applications
were dealt including subsequent variations/amendments to both. Minor road repairs, potholes
and resurfacing had been done by SCC Highways. A 30 mph speed sign on the Rendham Road
has been repaired. Bruisyard Road village sign is still missing from Bruisyard Road and has been
reported at least three times. Helen Formenko, the Clerk left in July 2018 and Gill Owens took
over in August. Gill will relinquish this role on 17th May and the new clerk Maureen Philpot,
who is also Parish Clerk for Sweffling, will start on June 1st 2019. Anne Smith has been the
Responsible Financial Officer from 1st April 2019.
2. Village Hall Report. Peter Robinson has stepped down from the committee and the
secretary/treasurer role. Kevin Chattell has joined the committee and taken over these roles.
The utilisation of the Village Hall is very encouraging and bookings are up. A booking for a
young children’s playgroup has had to be refused as it was not possible to store their
equipment. Events are going well but it is disappointing that few people from the village
actually book the hall. There is no clear understanding as to why this is as bookings from
residents and organisations outside Bruisyard is high and increasing. There were 296 different
events over 255 days during 2018/19. Planned bookings for the next six months are indicating
2019/20 will be at the same level. Pilates, Drums, Zumba and Cribbage meetings are the main
regular users contributing to the hiring income. Country music is also popular.
3. Bruisyard Social Amenities Committee Report. BSAC donations through the year include the
East Anglian Air Ambulance and Bike Active.
All members are happy to stand.
4. County Councillors Report: Please see Appendix 1.
5. Questions from the floor.
David Smith reported that the superfast broadband rollout by Openreach (funded by Suffolk
County Council ‘Better Broadband for Suffolk’) was completed during the year. The target set
by Suffolk County Council that all properties covered by the roll-out would be able to receive a
minimum download speed of 25Mbit/s had however not been achieved. Properties at the end
of Mill Lane and in particular at High House Farm fall significantly below the target with
download speeds in the range of only 12-15Mbit/s. Government has set a legal requirement
that all customers can receive at least 10Mbit/s by 2020 and this will no doubt increase to
higher speeds in coming years so we should expect further infrastructure roll-out being
necessary. For Bruisyard Street, the green box where the fibre terminates was intended to be
at the crossroads (opposite The Forge). This would have delivered good download speeds of at
least 25 Mbit/s to all premises in Bruisyard Street. Openreach/’Better Broadband for Suffolk’
however later decided to locate the green box, to opposite Yew Tree Farm on Low Road
towards Sweffling. No one in Bruisyard was informed of this change. This has meant the some
premises in Bruisyard Street may not be able to achieve the 25Mbit/s minimum. David noted
that though this was a concern, no complaints regarding broadband speed that have been
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reported back to him and consequently no action had been taken.
A member of the public reported that a “new” farm gate has appeared at High House Farm
opening onto the Bruisyard Road and enquired whether the council was aware of this.
6. The Chairman closed the meeting at 19:34
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Appendix 1

SUFFOLK COUNTY COUNCILLOR’S

ANNUAL REPORT 2019
Cllr Stephen Burroughes - Framlingham Division
 SUFFOLK LAUNCHES INNOVATIVE NEW FIRE ENGINE
On 24 April 2018, Suffolk Fire and Rescue Service celebrated the launch of the new Light
Rescue Pump (LRP) at Wrentham Fire Station. The LRP is a new-look fire and rescue vehicle
and was developed following feedback from local residents and staff through the Integrated
Risk Management Plan 2015-2018 consultation.
The LRP is unique to Suffolk Fire and Rescue Service and the Wrentham on-call firefighters
were an integral part of the working group who designed it. It includes the latest firefighting
and rescue equipment and has been specifically designed to provide flexible crewing in rural
areas of between two and five firefighters, different to a standard fire appliance that usually
has four to six firefighters.


COUNCIL TO DELIVER 51 NEW AFFORDABLE HOMES FOR LOW INCOME FAMILIES

On 22 May, it was announced that Suffolk County Council is looking to develop a 4.5-acre site
which is owned as part of its County Farms estate in Cockfield village near Lavenham. The plan
is for 51 affordable homes to be built to offer local people on low incomes the opportunity to
get on the housing ladder. To do this the county council will work closely with design and
property partners to achieve a good financial return and delivery of homes for a range of
people, with a particular focus on local needs. The development is expected to take around
two years to complete.
By taking the lead on this project, the council can ensure the development delivers the
proposed benefits for the local community in a timely fashion. This includes provision for
community space, powers to adapt local speed limits as required and improvements to local
footpaths.


COUNCILLOR MATTHEW HICKS TAKES THE HELM AT SUFFOLK COUNTY COUNCIL

On 24 May 2018, Councillor Mathew Hicks was elected as the new leader of Suffolk County
Council. Councillor Hicks has promised a new era of working in partnership and listening. In a
speech following his election, he pledged to work with district and borough councils, other
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public sector partners, businesses and residents to find the best ways of delivering services to
the people that need them most.
Councillor Hicks also confirmed Suffolk County Council’s focus on major infrastructure
projects. He stressed the need for a co-ordinated and strategic approach to bring these into
the 30 plus year vision, so there is clarity on how major infrastructure projects can be
delivered when funding is so tight.


SUFFOLK’S ANNUAL PUBLIC HEALTH REPORT WINS 3RD PLACE IN NATIONAL
COMPETITION
On 12 July, it was announced that Suffolk’s 2017 Public Health Report won third place in the
Association of Directors of Public Health Annual Report Competition, from 54 UK entries. The
most recently published report for 2017, ‘Working for Wellbeing’, focused on inclusive growth
and the links between health and work. Prepared and published by Suffolk County Council’s
Public Health team, the report was commended for its ease of reading, accessibility and
relevance.
The Suffolk Annual Public Health Report is a statutory duty for the Director of Public Health
and Protection. It is an independent health status assessment report, that allows the Director
of Public Health and Protection to explore a topic or area of strategic focus that is of
importance to Suffolk.
 PLAN FOR £6MILLION UPGRADES TO SUFFOLK RECYCLING CENTRES
On 24 July 2018, Suffolk County Council’s Cabinet approved a plan to invest £6million into
upgrading Suffolk’s recycling centres. The plan has earmarked £3m for the Foxhall Recycling
Centre – Suffolk’s busiest with 20% of all recycling waste in the county – and £1m for Haverhill
for “urgent improvements”. The plans will see improvements to traffic access at Foxhall and
measures to prevent people from having to climb steps to dispose of their waste in the
containers. Existing planning permission for work expires in March 2021.
Currently at Haverhill the site has to be closed when containers are emptied because of space.
The funding aims to double the size of the site and prevent such closures. Elsewhere, £1m has
been earmarked for a site to replace the Portman’s Walk Recycling Centre in Ipswich town
centre, and a further million for the same in Stowmarket. The existing Ipswich and
Stowmarket sites are considered to be severely constrained for space, with no expansion
opportunities available and the surrounding roads not offering a safe area to queue onto the
facility. Construction for improvements is expected to get underway in 2019/20.
 SUFFOLK’S TOURIST TRADE BOOMING
Suffolk’s tourism trade has seen its biggest boom for a decade, with the visitor economy
reaching the £2 billion mark for the first time. Interim figures released on 8 August 2018 by
Visit Suffolk showed that tourism grew by at least five per cent in 2017, more than double the
year before.
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Overnight visits and lengths of stay for tourists were also up by more than 4 per cent. Figures
show visitors now spend more money on each trip to the county than ever before, with the
value of the day market up more than seven per cent. The number of jobs in the county’s
tourism sector rose by 6 per cent to 42,428. This means 13.6 per cent of all employment in
Suffolk is in the tourism sector.
Amanda Bond, Visit Suffolk’s brand manager, said these results would not have been achieved
without the continued backing for the county-wide offer from all the district authorities,
Suffolk County Council, New Anglia Local Enterprise Partnership and the Local Destination
Marketing/Management Organisations (DMOs).
 SUPERFAST BROADBAND COVERAGE CONTINUES TO GROW
On 24 August 2018, it was confirmed that 98% superfast broadband coverage will be achieved
in 2020. Councillor Matthew Hicks, Leader of Suffolk County Council, Jo Churchill, MP for Bury
St Edmunds and Clive Selley, CEO of Openreach, were joined by representatives from West
Suffolk Council, Suffolk Chamber of Commerce, Church of England, Country Land and Business
Association (CLA), National Farmers Union (NFU) and the Better Broadband for Suffolk Team
to confirm plans to reach 98% coverage in 2020.
 BECCLES SOUTHERN RELIEF ROAD OFFICIALLY OPENED
On 25 September, the Beccles Southern Relief Road was officially opened. Construction of the
road, which was delivered on time and is approximately 2km long, began in July 2017. The
route stretches from London Road (A145) to Ellough Road (C969), providing an alternative
route to Ellough Industrial Estate from the south and west of Beccles. Economically the road
will support further development of Ellough Industrial Estate and Enterprise Zone and create
3100 more jobs in the area. The road, built by Jacksons Civil Engineering, will also lower the
impact of HGV’s in Beccles, providing them with an alternate route around the town.
As part of these works two new roundabouts have been constructed at each end of the road
and a new shared space for pedestrians and cyclists has been installed on the northern side of
the road.
New bridleways have also been provided on the south side to connect with the well-used
network of routes in the area and horse crossings have been provided at two points along the
road. A modern sustainable drainage system has also been installed.


CARERS WIN TOP ACCOLADE WITH ‘OUTSTANDING’ RATING FROM THE CARE QUALITY
COMMISSION
On 19 October 2018, it was announced that the standard of care provided by Mid Suffolk
Home First has been rated as Outstanding by the Care Quality Commission. Mid Suffolk Home
First, which is provided by Suffolk County Council, provides a short-term reablement service
and a longer-term care service. Inspectors, who visited in July 2018, said the quality of care
was ‘exceptional’. Under CQC’s programme of inspections, the service was rated according to
whether it is safe, effective, caring, responsive and well-led. Mid Suffolk Home First is rated
Outstanding for being responsive and well-led, and Good for being safe, caring and effective.
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The reablement and care services offered by Mid Suffolk Home First support people following
a period of ill health or a significant loss in their ability to manage their day to day care needs.
The service aims to help the person reach their optimum level of independence.


SUFFOLK WINS PRAISE AT NATIONAL COMMUNITY ENERGY AWARDS 2018

On 5 November, it was announced that the Suffolk Climate Change Partnership had received a
national award for supporting local communities to be more energy efficient. An expert panel
of judges awarded the Local Authority Award to the Partnership for its close working with
local organisations. This includes exploring how organisations can be more energy efficient,
helping to source funding, producing a community energy toolkit, providing technical support
and investing in energy efficiency installations. In addition, over 120 community buildings
have received in-depth advice and support to be more energy efficient.
The Suffolk Climate Change Partnership is a collaboration of Suffolk County Council, all
Suffolk’s borough and district councils and The Environment Agency. It supports the county’s
communities, businesses and residents to reduce carbon emissions, realise the economic
benefits of reducing energy consumption and adapt to the future impacts of climate change.
Its work has brought in significant amounts of external funding to Suffolk, running highlysuccessful projects for its customers.


SPORT & PHYSICAL ACTIVITY WORTH

£270M A YEAR TO THE SUFFOLK ECONOMY
A report published on 18 December 2018 revealed the importance of the Sport and Physical
Activity sector to the Suffolk economy. Undertaken by specialist economic development and
regeneration consultancy Hatch Regeneris, the report shows that the sector contributes
£270m a year to the Suffolk economy. This accounts for over 10,000 jobs or 3% of all
employment in Suffolk and is almost double the proportion seen at national levels. The report
shows that employment in the sector has grown at a faster rate than all other sectors in
Suffolk - up 60% in the last 5 years. By contrast, employment in financial and professional
services has grown by 10% over the same period.
The report highlights the importance of continuing the drive towards increasing participation
in sport and physical activity as a way of both improving productivity and reducing the spend
on health and social care. It estimates that a reduction of just 10% in Suffolk employee
sickness rates would give the Suffolk economy a boost of £42m annually. The report
recognises both the importance of the sector in providing a stepping stone into employment
as well as a gateway into higher skilled jobs. The report highlights the need for organisations
in Suffolk work together to respond to the future skills needs of a growing sector.


LAKE LOTHING THIRD CROSSING MOVING FORWARD

In 2018, the Lake Lothing Third Crossing Project in Lowestoft moved forward significantly. On
13 July 2018, the formal planning application for this much needed bridge was delivered to
the government’s Planning Inspectorate. Countless boxes and files were handed over,
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following close work with councils, residents, businesses and local communities to understand
what is important to those who may be affected. On 10 August the Lake Lothing Third
Crossing Project reached yet another milestone, with the announcement that the planning
application was accepted by the Planning Inspectorate. On 24 October 2018, it was
announced that leading civil engineering contractor, BAM Nuttall, had won the contract for
the first stage of completing the Lake Lothing Third Crossing in Lowestoft. The contract started
on 1 November 2018. BAM Nuttall will finalise the design of the crossing, ready for building.
The award of the construction stage of the contract, is scheduled to be announced in the
Autumn of 2019.
The approval of Suffolk County Council’s application for the development consent order
meant that the next key stage of the project could begin. This is the Examination Stage, which
started in December 2018 and will end in June 2019. During this time interested parties, such
as local businesses, are formally invited to share their views of the project at hearings and in
writing, with the Planning Inspectorate.
At the end of the Examination Stage in June 2019, the Planning Inspector has up to three
months to prepare a report and a recommendation on the application for the relevant
Secretary of State. The Secretary of State will then have a further three months to grant or
refuse development consent, meaning a decision should be known in December 2019. Once
complete, the crossing will bring many benefits to the area, such as reducing congestion in the
town and improving connections between the north and south of Lowestoft. The road
network will be able to operate more efficiently, and the iconic design of the bridge presents
the opportunity to introduce a new focal point for the town, enhancing its identity. It will also
help to regenerate the area and attract new investment for the local economy.


SUFFOLK’S ROADS WARMING TO £300,000 THERMAL PATCHING TECHNOLOGY

January 2019 saw Suffolk Highways celebrating road repair success following a £300,000
investment in Nu-phalt Thermal Patching technology. The investment, which has been funded
from the extra £9.67 million received from central government in the autumn, has aided the
county’s Highways teams to carry out more effective, longer-lasting repairs to Suffolk’s road
surface.Over the month of January, Suffolk Highways deployed three thermal road repair
machines which repaired approximately 1,700 potholes county-wide.
The process includes an eight-minute heating cycle of the road surrounding the defect
allowing for the existing road surface to be heated to 200 Celsius. The surface is then raked,
topped up with bitumen binder and pre-heated material, then compacted. This all takes place
within the service’s much-favoured 15-minute temporary closure. The process does not
require excavation of the highway, meaning no dust or noise, and better still, no waste
material. The result also means there are no surface joints, which can be prone to faster
deterioration. Following its success, Suffolk Highways is now looking to accommodate this
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technology by adapting some of its own fleet to self-deliver this repair technique from March
2019.


DEPARTMENT FOR EDUCATION RECOGNISES OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE BY SUFFOLK
STUDENTS

On 24 January 2019, the Department for Education published revised GCSE and A Level
results.
GCSE
Suffolk has risen in national league tables for students in the county achieving the standard
GCSE pass in English and Maths. Department for Education figures confirm that 1% more
students in Suffolk are achieving the expected standards in English and Maths at GCSE
compared with last year. Since 2015 there has been a change to the way that English and
Maths GCSEs are graded. Results are now graded from 9 to 1, (previously A to G) with 9 being
the highest and 1 being the lowest.
The expected standard for pupils to achieve is now a grade 4 (a standard pass) and above
(previously a C grade and above), with grade 5 considered a ‘strong pass’. These changes will
be phased in to cover all subjects by 2020. 64% of students in Suffolk are now achieving the
expected standard in English and Maths, putting Suffolk in the top half of authorities achieving
this standard.
GCSE progress remains above average and Suffolk students have seen a steep increase this
year with a Progress 8 score of +0.08, compared with -0.02 nationally. This figure puts Suffolk
in the number 1 position in our statistical neighbour group.
Progress 8 measures how well pupils of all abilities have progressed by comparing them with
students who achieved similar levels in Key Stage 2 across the country. Suffolk is in the top
half of authorities for this figure, ranked 42nd out of 151. The percentage of disadvantaged
pupils in the county achieving the standard pass in English and Maths is in line with national
figures. The Progress 8 figure for disadvantaged pupils is also above the national level and is in
the top half of authorities, ranked 42nd out of 151 (up from 67th in 2016).
A Level
The validated A Level figures confirm that Suffolk pupils have once again performed well with
the number of A*- E grades remaining above the national average figures. The figures show
that 98.1% of A Levels taken in the county have been awarded an A*-E grade, compared to
97.6% nationally. A Level attainment is measured by the Department for Education using a
points system. Points are given based on the type of A Level and the grade achieved. For
example, an A Level at grade A is worth 50 points, whereas an AS Level would be worth half of
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this. Suffolk’s A Level average points per entry this year has risen by 0.3 to 30.3 compared
with this time last year.


GREEN LIGHT TO DEVELOP MORE SPECIALIST EDUCATION PLACEMENTS IN SUFFOLK

On 29 January 2019, Suffolk County Council’s Cabinet agreed recommendations to move
forward with creating more specialist education places in Suffolk. Suffolk will need between
300 to 400 places for children with additional needs between now and 2020, and this figure is
likely to continue to increase. The demand for specialist education places in Suffolk is rising
rapidly due to the county’s population growth, advances in medicine, and the increasing
complexity of specialist needs. The recommendations include three new special schools and
36 specialist units attached to existing mainstream schools, which combined will create over
800 new specialist education places in the county. The Cabinet also agreed that a clarified
education pathway for specialist provision is created to assist families in understanding what
the local offer is.
Following the approval of the recommendations, the proposal to borrow up to £45.1 million
to fund the new places will now go to the county council’s Capital Strategy Group to be
reviewed. If agreed, the decision will go back to Cabinet in the Spring for final sign-off so the
recommendations can be rolled out.


SUFFOLK WINS £4.4 MILLION FOR “SMART” STREETLIGHTING

A highlight of January was the announcement that Suffolk has won a grant of £4.4 million
from the Government for a pioneering project to develop “smart” streetlighting. The project
will see streetlights adapted in a range of innovative ways, including being equipped with
wind vanes and solar panels to generate rather than consume energy. Highways’ electricity
bill is currently £2.3 million a year and set to rise, so anything that reduces the bill is very
welcome.
The street lights will be equipped with sensors to undertake a range of tasks such as
measuring traffic speed and volume; measuring road temperatures – so gritting runs can be
better targeted; and indicating whether nearby grit bins need filling or gullies need emptying.
The street lights can also be adapted to act as Wi-Fi and 5G transmitters.


PLUG IN SUFFOLK – THE UK’S FIRST ‘FULLY OPEN’ ELECTRIC VEHICLE CHARGING
NETWORK

On 6 February, EO Charging, one of the UK’s leading electric vehicle (EV) charging
manufacturers, launched ‘Plug In Suffolk’ in partnership with Suffolk County Council and
renewable energy provider Bulb. This is the country’s first ‘fully open’ public fast charging
network for electric and plug-in hybrid vehicles, meaning EV drivers simply pay by contactless
payment with no need to register with networks or become members of organisations. The
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first ‘Plug in Suffolk’ charging location was unveiled at Urban Jungle Plant Nursery and Cafe in
Beccles. The company offer two 7kW EO chargers alongside the EO Pay kiosk, allowing
members of the public and employees to charge their electric vehicles.
‘Plug In Suffolk’ will see the installation of electric vehicle charging stations (up to 400
individual sockets) across the county at 100 key locations and business addresses. Once
completed the charging network will be available for all plug-in vehicle drivers with each
charging location listed on www.pluginsuffolk.org or searchable via Zap Map and Google
Maps. The ‘Plug In Suffolk’ charging network forms part of Suffolk County Council’s ambition
of Creating the Greenest County in the UK.


SUFFOLK COUNTY COUNCIL 2019/20 BUDGET APPROVED

On 14 February 2019, Suffolk County Council concluded its budget setting process for this
coming financial year (2019/2020). From 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020, Suffolk County
Council will spend almost £10 million a week across all its services following approval of this
budget of £519.3 million.
Over the period 2011-12 to 2018-19 the Council has made over £260 million of savings in
response to reductions in funding from Central Government and increasing demand for
services. For 2019/20 the Council has proposed a range of savings totalling around £13
million. These savings are required to help balance the budget - something that the Council
must do by law. Recognising the unrelenting rise in demand and the complexity of support
required by vulnerable children and adults in Suffolk, the Council are significantly increasing
spending in these two top priority areas.
The net budget for Adult and Community Services (ACS) will rise to £243m and the net budget
for Health, Wellbeing and Children’s Services (HWCS) will rise to £147m. This is an increase of
just over £14 million for ACS and HWCS. ACS and HWCS will account for 75% of the total
spend in 2019/2020 – three in every four pounds the Council spends. General council tax will
rise by 2.99% this year. The Council are also applying the final 1% of the six per cent Social
Care precept allowed over the years 2017/18 to 2019/20. The overall increase in council tax is
one per cent less than for 2018/19.
The four-year investment in surface-dressing our roads continues into its third year and the
Council will treat 1,000 miles of Suffolk’s roads by the end of 2020 as promised. The Council
has also maintained Suffolk Fire and Rescue’s budget and protected Suffolk’s Library services.
The Council is looking to maximise the financial contribution from its medium-term
programmes, which focus on transforming how the Council delivers its services and works
with other authorities and public sector partners. The Council’s transformation programmes
have saved over £12 million in 2018/19 and £12-£13 million of savings are planned for
2019/20.
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COUNTY COUNCIL ANNOUNCES TIMESCALE FOR IPSWICH NORTHERN ROUTE PROJECT

On 27 February, the Leader of Suffolk County Council, Matthew Hicks, announced the
timescale to progress the Ipswich Northern Route project. Cllr Hicks outlined the next steps in
producing the Strategic Outline Business Case, which will examine and ultimately clarify the
feasibility of an Ipswich northern route. Discussions about an Ipswich northern route have
been well documented over the years. This announcement confirms the County Council’s
commitment to explore these formally with a public consultation which will inform the
Strategic Outline Business Case to be put to government and published later in the year.
The timescale for moving the project forward is:
 The stage one study and report into possible highways options was completed in 2017
 The options assessment and development commissioned in May 2018 is currently
being evaluated and prepared for shortlisting, prior to consultation.
 Public consultation on the route details, alignment options and junction options with
the A14 and A12 will begin in the Summer 2019
 Completion of the Strategic Outline Business Case to be shared with government, local
MPs and the public by Autumn 2019.
The options assessment, that forms a key part of the Strategic Outline Business Case, is
required to look at all other viable transport and traffic mitigation options. This will confirm
whether the road alignments published in 2017 are indeed the best solution for the county.
After carefully considering the assessment and developing these options further, the next
stage is public consultation to begin in summer 2019.
The initial study, options assessment and the results of the public consultation inform the
Strategic Outline Business Case, which will provide clarity on the feasibility of the project and
will determine whether the project can proceed to the next stage. That will be shared publicly
for consideration in the Autumn of 2019. Suffolk County Council has been working with
District and Borough Councils to develop the project and will continue to do so in the future.


SUFFOLK TO HOST OPENING STAGE OF 2019 OVO ENERGY WOMEN’S TOUR

In February 2019, it was confirmed that Suffolk will host the opening stage of the 2019 OVO
Energy Women’s Tour on Monday 10 June 2019. This is the fifth time that the race has visited
our county. The county also becomes the first venue to be confirmed for the 2020 edition of
the race, with the news that Suffolk County Council and East Suffolk Council will partner with
event organisers SweetSpot Group in a two-year deal to bring the UCI Women’s WorldTour
event to the county in both 2019 and 2020.
In its four previous visits to Suffolk, the OVO Energy Women’s Tour is estimated to have
attracted in excess of 250,000 spectators to the roadside and created a net economic impact
for the county’s economy of in excess of £3.5 million. Almost 70% of spectators surveyed
following last year’s opening stage, between Framlingham and Southwold, said that the event
inspired them to cycle more often.
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This June will mark the fourth time that the OVO Energy Women’s Tour has begun in Suffolk
with Bury St Edmunds, Southwold and Framlingham having each hosted the Grand Depart of
Britain’s biggest women’s procycling race.


SUFFOLK WINS £1.725 MILLION IN EXTRA FUNDING FOR BUSINESS BROADBAND ROLL
OUT

On 1 March 2019, it was announced that Suffolk County Council, working in partnership with
West Suffolk Council, East Suffolk Council of Suffolk Coastal and Waveney, and Babergh and
Mid Suffolk district councils has been successful in securing £1.725 million from the
Department for Environment Food and Rural Affairs.
The funding will contribute to providing Superfast Broadband access to many businesses,
across Suffolk’s most rural areas, who are not in plans to receive Superfast Broadband as part
of the current fibre broadband rollout.
The funding will cover connection to over 550 businesses across the county where current
internet speeds are limited to lower speed connection methods. On top of the business
connections, this funding will also reach a further 600 non-business-related premises who will
be able to upgrade to superfast speeds.
Suffolk has been at the forefront of fibre broadband rollout, via its Better Broadband for
Suffolk Program, since 2010 and currently the county enjoys a superfast broadband coverage
of 93%, with the current contract due to reach 98% by 2020. This additional funding will
contribute towards meeting some of the remaining 2% of the county that is not covered by
the existing contracts. Work on connecting these new areas will begin later in 2019.
Cllr Stephen Burroughes
Suffolk County Councillor I Framlingham Division
East Suffolk Council Candidate I Kelsale & Yoxford Ward
Rotating Chairman I East Suffolk Shadow Authority
Twitter @Cllr StephenB
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